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·Professor
suspended
for racial
comments
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

Nick Reside
News Editor

Kylie Townsend/Contributing photographer

Students battle wind and snow while walking to and from class Monday. The University r~ceived criticism for its decision to remain open Thursday.

Mark Wattier, professor of political sci·
ence, has been suspended without pay and
benefits for this semester after allegedly making discriminating remarks "on the basis of
race" last semester to black student Arlene.
Johnson, freshman from Sikeston, Mo.
According to Johnson, she arrived to Wattier's POL 140 class three to five minutes early
on Aug. 25 to find a film already playing. At
the class' end, Johnson approached Wattier
with a question about the
syllabus. Another black
student, DeVaunte Martin,
freshman from Maryland
also
Heights,
Mo.,
approached the professor,
asking why the film had
been started before class.
According to case docu·
ments, Wattier explained
his class begins 10 mi.ilUtes
Mark Wattier early when films are
shown. However, his syllabus does not cite
that information. Wattier then responded,
according to the documents, "I expect it out
of you guys anyway." When the students
inquired further about this statement, he
went on to say, "It is part of your heritage.
The slaves never showed up on time to their
owners and were lashed for it. I just don't
have the right to do that."
Johnson, who dropped the class, said she
was not sure how to respond.
"First I forgot that I was grown," she said.
"I'm a freshman. I still felt like I was in high
school and I forgot I could speak my mind.
My second thought was to call my sister
who's a lawyer. After that I went and talked to
the Office of Equal Opportunity."
Johnson went to the OEO the following day
and filed an official complaint on Aug. 31
"(OEO Director Sabrina Dial) knew where
to go from there," Johnson said. "I was a bit
confused because 1 had never dealt with anything like this before. She told me there were
going to be grievance procedures. She
explained what was going on."
Dial and University President Randy Dunn
declined to comment on the personnel matter.
Documents, however, cite that Dial concluded Wattier did discriminate against Johnson. As a result, he would be suspended
through May 15 without pay and benefits and
be required upon returning to meet with OEO
to discuss discriminatory behavior. Failure to
comply would result in further discipline.
Murray State's non-discrimination policy
states that the University "does not discrimi·
nate on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender. ·sexual orientation. religion, age,
veteran status. or disability in employment,
admissions, or the provision of services."
Wattier also declined comment, citing his
appeal of the University's action. However,
he voluntarily supplied The News. via e-mail,
with the name of the student who filed the
complaint.
Upon contact, Johnson agreed to an interview and provided The News with official
documents of the case and Wattier's appeal.
According to those documems, Wattier
was notified of the complaint by voice mail
and e-mail. When he failed to respond, the
information was delivered to his office. where
his secretary received the envelope and
placed it in his chair. Wattier did not respond.
An OEO representative delivered a follow-up
memorandum, but Wattier refused to sign the
acknowledgement of receipt and confirmed
when asked that he was refusing delivery of
the envelope. OEO continued to notify Watti'1 er, who failed to participate in th~ grievance
process.
Wattier is a tenured full professor with 30
years of experience at Murray State. He
served on the Council for Postsecondary Edu·
cation from 2005-09 and lost to Jack Rose in
September's faculty regent election.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu or Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

Snowfall creates disarray ·
Tim Brockwell
Contributing writer
As snow piled up in Murray earlier this week, students felt the effects
of winter's grasp with slick roads and cancelled classes.
The decision was made Wednesday to cancel classes at
2:30 p.m. due to adverse weather conditions. The University also closed
at 3 p.m. after Monday's similar snowfall.
Classes were not cancelled Thursday despite snow left from the previ·
ous day. While Facilities Management cleared much of campus before
classes, many roads in Murray remained covered with ice.
On the official Murray State University Facebook page. some users supported the University's decision to remain open, others expressed disdain.
A group to unite those upset with the decision was formed, titled 'Murray State Students Against Murray State University's Snow Policy."
According to the National Weather Service, the weather system
dumped approximately three inches of snow per hour, at its heaviest, on
Murray.
University President Randy Dunn said the decision to close campus is
not made lightly. Public Safety. Facilities Management and representatives from departments across campus provide input in such situations.
He then takes those recommendations into account when making the
final decision.
"Decisions to close campus due to weather are made by a number of
people," Dunn said. "There's no one person who takes full authority for
that, although ultimately, I have the final decision."
Although campus-wide closings are relatively rare, commuting stu·
dents who are concerned their grades might be affected for missing class
on snowy days are not forgotten.
"You need to take that into account and not have those commuter students doing something dangerous just to get to class to save a couple of
points,'' Dunn said. "So certainly we want professors to have that latitude

CFSBmoney
funds future
practice gym
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
Utilizing the Community Financial Services
Bank's recent $3.3 million purchase of naming
rights for the former Regional Special Events
Center, the men's and women's basketball programs are looking forward to the construction
of a practice facility.
Some funding will come from the University's Raise Thy Banner High campaign, as well
as donations, said Athletic Director Allen
Ward.
Whlle the process is in the beginning stages,
W¥d said he hopes the facility will be completed by October 2012. The athletic depart·
mentis working for a request for qualifications
so architecture and design firmS'can submit
plans.
_j
"This project is no different than any other
University project," he said. "We have to go
through that approval process, whicq we've
done to get it started. We hope to open up bids
in mid-September and start construction in
October. It's pretty aggressive, but we t~inlc we
can get it done."
)
.

(to cancel) in dealing with a particular dynamic of a particular class that
they have."
According to Keith Todd, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Public
Information officer, normal snowfall amounts have already been exceeded this winter.
''The Paducah area normally gets about 10.5 inches of snow in an average season," Todd said. ''That generally comes in about three snowfalls of
about three inches each with a few smaller events. As of about a week ago
we'd had 9.9 inches as measured by the U.S. Weather Service at Paducah.
That puts us withln about a half inch of our yearly average and we have
about five weeks of winter left to go and does not include the six to 10
inches we got (Monday)."
In an effort to keep up with much snowier conditions this winter, the
Transportation Cabinet has expended greater resources than usual in an
effort to keep roads clear.
"As of 9 a.m. (Monday) our agency had used 417,000 tons of salt
statewide this winter," Todd said. "That compares with the previous
record set last year at 376,000 tons. Again, we have roughly five weeks of
winter left to go. Our median early snowfall is Dec. 22. We had snow
Thanksgiving weekend. about a month earlier than normal.''
Some students have been taken back by the sheer amount of snowfall
this season. Others have grown tired of the wintery conditions.
Charles James, senior from Paducah, wants the wintery weather to end.
"I don't really like to miss class," James said. "The snow this winter has
definitely been worse than usual."
With the ice storm of 2009 still fresh in the minds of many students, all
of the snow this winter might serve to some as a reminder of how much
impact winter weather can have on our area.
"To some degree, as a northerner, I still chuckle about how much
everybody freaks out about storms," Dunn said. "1 do think there's probably a little more care given now to thinking through all of the ramifications of a decision as to whether we stay open or dose."
Contact Brockwell at timothy.brockwell@murraystate.edu.

Image courtesy ol Murray St.lte Athletics

Apreliminary Image of the practice facUlty shows the additiOn on the Highway 121 side of the CFSB Center.
The facility is planned to be attached to the
practice sites or work around schedules while
side of the CFSB Center parallel with Highway
121, a prime location because it will connect
with the training and locker rooms inside the
CFSB Center, Ward said.
Ward said CFSB's name would not be affiliat·
ed with the new facility.
"We're working on some additional naming
opportunities," he said. "We've had some people that have stepped up. There will be some
different donor recognition, which has helped
us come up with the funding to start the project."
·
The addition will house a practice gym, conference room and basketball offices. The coach·
es' offices are located at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The basketball programs have been in need
of an additional practice facility for a while,
said University President Randy Dunn.
"One of 'the things that has always been a
cha!Jenge for that venue has been being able to
make sure it has maximum availability for use
for regional events without displacing the
men's and women's basketball teams for a sig~
nificant portion of the year." Dunn said. "In the
past we've had to run out the teams to other

they were on the road for regional events that
would appropriately be housed at the CFSB
Center."
Aside from eliminating scheduling conflicts,
Ward said the new gym is necessary for the
basketball programs to continue future development.
"With the expectations of our teams, I've
always said its important that our commitment
meets our expectations and I think this is certainly one way for us to do that," Ward said.
Women's basketball Head Coach Rob Cross
said the addition would be a major draw when
scouting players.
"It's going to be a.tremendous lift for recruiting," Cross said. "It just upgrades an already
great facility for our student athletes. It's going
to give them the opportunity to hone their craft
and get the most out of their abilities without
having to worry about having to be out of our
locker room and facility. I'm not sure we under·
stand how big of an impact it will have on the
basketball part of our lives at Murray State."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.
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This week
e'/ p.m. 'Rodney Carrinpon Concert;

......

card

ray..calloway County CeatraJ Pulr,
open to aU

•7:30 p.m. "l'bwne of B}oQd" Cine:

•8 IJil. Rifte Team

ma International; Curtis Center

Nadolial Tournament QpaU6er; ~
Spul'lin Rifle ~ fret with Jtac.

Lovett Auditorium, free with Racel"-

~free

(Sat., too)
•M ·p.m. Cl)medy CaravlUl: KentuCky Opry: Bentms, Ky., $8 with

beerc=ard

•AI J)ay Board of Regents Excelleate in Teaching award reeotnmen·
datioDS due; Faculty Senate Office

boa~

a.m. •stress Hearts" novelty
evlld,; ~ Center R.ockiDg Chair
Louo,se, open to an

·e.t:30 P4L Murray State Traditional
Karate Club Practke: Can Health
BulldiJ:Is, open fo aU

NCAA

..SO p.m. Mutray

ercard
•ll a.m. lree WJDe T~ ~
Toad Wlnery; Paftcib.fite
•7:30 p.m. Men't Bl$kettildl.w. ,_..
sonville Stace Univ~ty; ClfSJI Cen-ter, free with Racercard

Wednesday

Thursday

by
tbe American Shakespeare Center;
LOvett Auditorium, S5 with RacerPRSSA ·•·~

WilsOn Jtan. open to all

~------~

;V~oming Up

room 106:

SATURDAY

W:otld• ltJCtute by Batbara Cobb;

PKUlty Hall room 208
•7:30 p.m. •Flreproot' Tmsel Town
~~ Produ<:don; Curds Center

Men's Basketball vs. Jacksonville
State University

Th~.tree

Police Beat

1

-

Priday Bull Blowout 2011;
William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center

e4c30 p.m. "To be a Woman of the

February3

• U.Mcf.

Thur., too)

•10 a.m. "Matbedi' produetiOD

card
......

Shak~Jpe&ire

Wednesdays. We caamor suarantee
all items recel~ wiU be pub-

Fe&tlval ()peniDS w•u•·--•u
tiJlei PQ&Ue Llbr.,y
Room.~ to all (Tue., Wed. and

'i

Tuesday

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section. ftll out a form
m Tile Mun:qStllte Newsoftlce at 11l
WUsoo. Hall. C.X to ~3115 or e-mail
information to dlehewl@
murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on

February4
6:32 a.m. A resident adviser
on the 600 block of College
Courts notified the Murray
State Police that four people
reported a suspicious person
in the area. An officer was
notiticd.
9'.17 a.m. A caller at White
College reported vandalism
to a wall on the fourth floor.
Officers and Central Plant
were notified. A report was
taken for criminal mischief of
the third degree.
ll:S3 p.m. The Murray State
Police issued a citation to
Gregory Hendrix, non-student from Benton, Ky., for
possession of alcohol by a
minor and drinking in public.

10".39 a.m. A caller at the Public Safety Building requested
to speak with an officer con·
cerning damage to their vehlcle. An officer took an information report.
11:4S a.m. A caller at the Science Complex requested to
speak to an officer ,about a
theft. The Murray State
Police arrested Shannon
McGregor, post-bac student
from Dexter, Ky., for complicity to commit theft by unlawfu l taking over $500. Paul
Hobbs, senior from Murray,
was arrested under the same
charge.
9:SS p.m. A caller reported a
4:10 p.m.; An individual at
vehicle driving recklessly in
the Baptist Campus MinPublic Safety reported they
istries parking lot. Officers
had been harassed on campus.
· were notified and an inforrna- ' The Murray State Police and
the Murray Police Departtion report was taken.

ment were notified.
S:l9 p.m. An individual reported they had lost their wallet at
Walmart. Officers directed
the individual to the .Murray
Police Department.
lO:OS p.m. Racer Patrol
reported an unsecure door at
the Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center. Officers
checked the exterior of the
building and secured it.

notified and opened the door
upon arrival.
2:04 p.m. The Police Department reported stolen property recovered at the Calloway
County Jail. Officers were
notified, as the property was
possibly taken from campus.
2:05 p.m. A caller reported a
possible theft from a room in
Springer College. Officers
reported no theft occurred.

February ,6

February7

lQ-.28 a.m. A caller reported
they had locked their keys in
Faculty Hall. Officers were

12:11 a.m. An individual at
Hester College called to turn
himself in on a warrant that

FebruaryS

Pebraary4
8:02 p.m. ft. caller

~rted the
driver o( a vehicle throwing flreworb out the wiodowt'I'he MurflY Polke- ~lllent and Murray St ate.Pollce were noillled.

-----------------------·
.FREE AP~IZiR
WITH·
ANY FOOD

PURCHASE
1

(Excludtna the s.mpler Platter and Su.,.r Nachos)

i
!
:
i
I

1

. . . .....
·-----------------------·
I

I

1 l •.m .- 1 1 p .m .

Thu - . .~

.....

1 I Lm. • Mlllnlght
- - . - B p.m .

·m.-t~, RM-,
-I ~
~ i4.!s. ~All~~ ~II

had been issued in connection
with a previous incident. Offi·
ccrs arrested Brandon Hobbs.
freshman from Owensboro,
Ky., for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
12:46 p.m. A caller reported a
vehicle needed assistance getting up a hill. Officers were
notified.
9:02p.m. A caller in the·Racer
Arena parking lot reported
someone was parked in a
restricted spot. Racer Patrol
was notified and issue<l a citation.

February8

conducting a fire drill at Lee
Clark College. Officers notified Central Plant and OK'd
the drilL

February9
10:26 a.m. A caller reported
being trapped in an elevator
in Hart Residential College.
Murray State Police and
Facilities .Management responded.
11:24 a.m. A caller requested
to speak to an officer. A
report was taken for terroristic threatening.
1~:42 p.m. A caller reported a
noninjury accident. Murray
State Police were notified.

7:46a.m. An officer reported a
person had fallen on icc. The
Motorist assists - l
person was transported to
Racer escorts - 1
the .Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Arrests - 3
S:44 p.m. A caller reported a
-bird fl}"ing -in t~ Carr :Health
Assistant News Editor Austin
Building gym. Officers were
Ramsey compiles Police &at
with materials provided by
notified.
10:27 plil: ' A ·ctlrcr- notified ·~ Pubric 'Sa[Pty. Not all" disPublic Safety they would be
patched calls are listed

I
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Panel discusses modem farming Across campus
Austin Ramsey

-

Assistant News Editor

11betanmonk to $peak

Researcher and author Daniel Imhoff lectured on sustainable farming and factory farming dangers to a c.rowd of about 125 Tuesday night
•
in a lecture hall at the Science Complex.
Following his lecture, Imhoff joined a panel of students and local
farming experts answering questions from the coterie of students, faculty and community membtlrs prcsem. '
Imhoff, who lives in northern California, began the night's speech
with a personal story describing the ease of recycling and proper farm
animal treatment.
He said he stops off at his town's produce market every day and collects an average of 40 pounds of inedible leftovers. then drives to the
bakery to pick up portions of unused grain breads. He uses foods usually discarded to feed his two hogs and flock of hens.
"It's getting back to the system that we've quite lost,'' Imhoff said.
"There's an input that says that 40 to SO percent of all of our food is
wasted. The animals that I raise from this waste stream gladly eat
what they are given and they nourish my family in the process, and
they have for many. many years."
He said animals, like his few, are a part of who and what humans are.
"Early t~ave drawings didn't have pictures of vegetables," he said.
"Early humans engraved pictures of animals that lived around them.
Meat-catin~. or more precisely, eating with fire, is in our DNA."
Despite the ancestral connection between humans and meat, he said
few realize the processes that go into bringing today's burger from
field to plate.
Imhoff described a modem industrial farming technique called Con·
centrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) in which livestock are
contained in close quarters and injected with powerful growth hormones with little or no food.
He said this style of farming has evolved the world's domestic animals over a period of time.
"To give some sense of the continuum we're talking about, the early
jungle foul, from which the domesticated chicken originated. laid just
20 eggs per year," Imhoff said. "The modern industrial hen laid nearly 300 eggs per year by the end of the 20th century - barely genetically-related to its ancestors. The bones of these modern industrial birds
arc so brittle they commonly suffer leg fractures."
Diana Riddick, the chair of the Greater Rivers Group of the Sierra
Club, spoke after Imhoff's lecture. She said the waste left over after
the removal of animals from their clogged quarters can be equally as
cruel to residents ncar farm factory facilities.
"Far western Kentucky is primarily where hog CAFOs are.." she said.
"Farmers go into rural areas where. there aren't many people and put
usually 5,000 hogs in about two barns. They have concrete under each
barn that collects all the manure and all the urine. Once a year, they
pump that out and inject _it onto the fields. From a factory farm
prospective, you're making very efficient meat, but for all the people
who live in the nearby, you're taking their land."
During the panel discussion, several local farmers said industrial
farming is the only technique that can completely fill marketing
"demands and maintain their well-being.

A Tibetan monk will be visiting campus to speak
on the distinctive Buddhist notions of compassiim,
love and meditative practices that help a person

Black faculty member
remembers struggles
John Walker
Staff writer
"This is the se(·ond in a four-part series commemc~rating Black
History Month.
· ·
Pearl Payne, Murray State alumna and chair of Wellness and
Therapeutic Sciences. has seen many changes involving civil
rights at the University since 1968.
"I was always, almost exclusively, the only black student in my
class," Payne said. "When I go into a class today, rarely dol see
just one black student."
Payne said although the University has made many gains in it~

~.

TserinB Phuntsok's speech, ..A Converaation on
Love and Compa-ssion," is at 3:30 p.m. Monday in
the Mason Hall Auditorium. The event is free and
open to aD. A reception will follow at 4:30 p.JD. in the
lobby.

FUm eami•JeS eating disorders
'America the Beautiful' an award-wiwling docu·
~tan' about eating dillard~ in the United States,

will be aired 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Mason
Hall Auditorium.
*
The Women's Center is sponsoring the showing
in commemoration of National Eating Disorders
Awareness Week.
According to the National Eating Disorders Association. more than 36 million A.mericans b1lffer from

an eating disorder.

Student holds transit meeting
Jennifer Morlan will be merling with the Murray
City Administrator at 2:30 p.m. Thursday at the
County Clerk's office.
The meeting is in regard to developing .a commuter transportation plan ~een Paducah and
Murray.
Kyhc rownscnd!Conrrihu!lng photographl'l"

Daniel Imhoff, an environmental author, speaks about modem Industrial farmIng and how It affects the content of food Tuesday at the Chemistry Building.
Imhoff reminded the farm\!rs of his domestic animals and the recycling method he USl'S to feed them.
Colin Horwood. freshman from Murray, said sustainable agriculture
just makes sense.
"You can actually do the same thing with sustainable (recycling)
agriculture that you can with industrial agriculture. I fed that the
impac.:t on the environment is not worth (industrial methods)," he said.
Murray Mayor Bill Wells said he attended the lecture to hear what
Imhoff had to say on sustainable agriculture.
"Murray has not one farmer's market, but two," Wells said. ''They
arc very successful. Plus, we're adding more and more recycling activities here."
He added he plans to continue efforts to encourage Calloway County farmers co invest in sustainable farming techniques as opposed to
the current industrial standard.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu. ·

strive for more diversity on campus, she still sees areas where
progress needs to me made.
"It pleases me today, almost 40 years Jatcr. that the number of
African-American students at Murray has increased," Payne
said. "I think it's a travesty that there arc still so few AfricanAmerican faculty."
Payne graduated from the University in 1\.170 and achieved her
master's in 1971. She said segregation had a direct role in her
c~reer path early on as a student.
"I've forgotten how awful it was at Murray," Payne said. "I say
it was wonderful and the experiences that were wonderful were
because of a handful of pt.·oplt.•. There wcrl' a few just very posi·
tive faculty members. When academic advisers didn't give me
advice, they gave me advil."e. I had an adviser tell me that 1 could·
n't be a lawyer. to major in pre-law. Because I was female and
black, he said I would never be a lawyer."
Payne said her worst memory comes from a time she needed
the help most from her friends.
"I did have white friends in the dorms and one night I became
ill. I went downstairs to a friend'~ room with a stomach ache. She

\t. Snappy

Morlan~ student body support,

a-s she
wiD soon begin collecting donations to begin the
transit line between the two western Kentucky
cities.

snappytomato.com

Special collections and the arthives department
at !:Iogue Library iS now open to the pubUc from
12:30 • 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
In response tO feedbaCk from community members in the Purchase Area, the library Staffextended
the hours to a:commodate part·time genealogists
interested in accessing the more than 20,000 publications on~. communitY and family histories.

ColTection
In the Feb. 4 edition of The News. the following
pc!Ople were inisidentified in the story ''Campus
remembers detegregation": Arlene Keyes and
Willie Earl Perry.

went to get the dorm mother. When the dorm mother came
down her comment was 'What are you doing here? You need to
go back to your own people. You should g9 and ask your own
people for help.' I moved out of that dorm (Wells) and moved to
Hester the next semester."
'
Payne said after returning to the University in 2003 diversity
is increasing along with acceptance. She said there arc still
issues on campus today that need to be addressed.
"I've heard about the Kentucky Plan and a plan to inctease the
number of black faculty on this campus since I was a student,"
Payne said. "I look around and I don't see any result of that plan."
Payne also said she has experienced discrimination from faculty at the University since she started teaching. but never from
students.
"Students should know they have heen more fair to me than
some faculty colleagues." Payne said...That is not to say I don't
love Murray State, because I do. If everything had been bad 1
would not have come back. But I still see a need for improvement."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.

Pregnant?
Need Help?

Menu and Buffet
Dine In o r Carry Out

delivery or take-out

Lif e House Care Center
602 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

VALENTINE'S SPECIAL

$5.99 BUFFET FOR
TWO

free wifi

Serv ing AJI Day

.270.7 61.7 627

Di scount w ith Racercard

I0:45a.m.-9p.m.
OPEN EVERY DAY
NEXT TO

AUGUST MOON

augustmoonmurray.com
1550 Lowes Dr.
Murray, Kentucky
270-759-4653
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professors
more respect
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I am appalled when I bear students talk about how this or that
professor needs to go back to college and learn how to teach, or
said professor needs to be teaching high school instead of college,
if teaching at all.
To those arrogant students, I
say piss off.
(In response to the 'Randomly PenIf a professor has obtained
ciled' column run in The Murray
their degree in a specific field,
State
News on Feb. 4)
they are doing far better than
you. I sin1ply love the sixth-year
I was reading your column in the
Feb. 4 edition of The Murray State
seniors who speak poorly of a
News, and I must say, at ftrSt I
professor's teaching methods
thought
it was going to be some
while they continue to hang
cliche
be-careful-at-a-partyaround the University.
beeau se-coll ege · boys-will-dateWhy don't you do me and the , rape-you story, but to my surprise. it
rest of the University, a favor:
was an intelligently introduced article addressing a very important
Get yo'ur bachelor's degree,
become a productive member of political issue.
I was unaware of this bill before
society and stop speaking on
reading your article, but I would like
matters of which you have no
to sincerely thank you for including
business.
it in The Murray State News. I was
To the friend who said I lack appalled to hear that the biU would
respect for authority, you are
redcfme rape as only "forced" intercourse.
wrong.
Is rape not any type of unwilling
I give respect where respect is
or
non-concentual sexual contact?
deserved and when it is given.
Why do politicians believe they
Like I said earlier, no degree
can manipulate the defmitions of
makes you better .than me. How- words to further their own interests?
ever, I respect authority, profesRape is rape.
sors in this case, when it comes
And if a female beComes impregnated because of this unwarranted
to ed.!!.ctttion and what they ate
teaching. You do not jUst decide sexual comact, it should be her decito obtain your master's or doc- sion to receive an abortion.
I am pro-choice because I don't
torate degree. It is not a cake- believe the government should be in
walk.
control of what any person, male or
Hard work. time and dedicafemale, should be able to do to his or
tion are put into earning those · her body. Especially in the case of
rape. if a woman or young lady was
degrees.
raped and did not want to carry the
The next time you talk about a
reminder of that traumatic event,
professor's teaching method or
she should have a safe, legal outlet to
expertise on a topic, look at your
terminate the pregnancy. There is
resume and list of degrees, then always the option of adoption, but as
compare yours to theirs.
(supposedly) sympathetic members
of society. we must understand that
It should be quite humbling for
some women don't want their shame
you.
to be attached to them for nine
months.
Abortion is not for me. I also do
not believe women should be
allowed abortions just because they
want one. There should be specific
grounds for terminations of pregnancies, and rape is a completely
justifiable case.
If politicians change the defmition, how many women and young
ladies are going to be reminded of
their violation? The issue of abortion aside. does the changing of this'
meaning make the victims of date
ra~ or statutory rape any less victimized than those who are victims
of forced sexual contact?
This bill is unjust. If they don't
want taxpayer dollars to go towards
abortion, they shouldn't change the
defmition of rape; they should figure
out another way to fund (or not
fund) abortion clinics.
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their m.aster's and doctoral
degrees from numerous prestigious universities in the United
States: Florida State, Harvard,
North Texas and Yale, to just
name a few.

Nutella.
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of
'Professor So-and
-So has no
, clue what
he is talking about.'
'Dr. whatever-hername has
Comellu.s Boeker terrible
technique
junior from
when she
Gteenville, Ky.
sings.'
'If professor La-Di-Da assigns
me another crap homework
assignment, I am going to go talk
to the chair of the department.'
These are all statements you
have probably heard in your time
at Murray State. As a junior. I
have heard many students
repeatedly ring these same sentiments over and over. In my head,
I have thought some of them. but
never do I say them out loud.
A close friend once told me
that I lacked respect for authority. They made the point that I
disregard rules and wear pajamas
to class. These were all reasons
that were brought forth when
discussing my personality and
why I had no dating potential.
Well, there goes my Valentine's Day.
However, I did not let these
words get to me.
I will admit I do not respect
some authority figures. Having a
few degrees or a doctorate ' does
not make you better than me· in
any way, shape or form.
With that being said, I have
commented on a teacher's poor
personality aloud to my peers
and showed my disgust for their
'witty' and 'humorous' jokes.
However, I have never uttered a
word against their teaching
methods, educational background or chosen expertise.
We here at Murray State University are fortunate to have
many professors that obtained

Randomly Penciled

the lawsuit

against

Kids At Play

Tbanlt you again for your article.
A victim is a victim and must speak

out. ,
Bailey Boyd,
freshman from Murray

Snow hazard
to students
Waking up on Thursday morning
to the news Murray State had
refused to cancel or delay morning 1
classes was not shocking.
During my six years as a student,
ftrst undergraduate and currently
graduate, and employee, Murray
State has only granted snow days
during the 2009 ice storm. However,
the University's blatant lack of consideration for their commuting students this week is as disheartening
as it is angering. Seemingly concemed on Wednesday afternoon, I
classes were dismissed and business ,
operations closed.
However, their concern did not
last through Wednesday rught.
The announcement on Facebook
(though the University website did
I)~~ , ~pqate, ~~ wel~ ,past the ,
promised 6 a.m. deadline) was criti~ 1
c~ ~y. ~~ of ~tudents. .~ ,
exptessing their outrase and refusal
to risk their safety for classes or
work.
Though 1 live a mere mile from
campus. that mile is some of the
more treacherous terrain of Murray's roadways. Moreover, without
sidewalks down 16th Street, the possibility of walking is out of the question.
Faced with a decision to drive
(risking the great probability that
my car will end up in a ditch) or
walk along the street (risking my life
far more than in a car), I chose neither.
While my professors understood.
not all are as considerate. In my six
years at the University, there have
been many times of frustration, but I
never anger. especially to this
extent.
'
As of Thursday, 1 am ashamed to
1
call myself a Racer.
The lack of consideration for
commuters, who make up a majority
of the campus, as well as for those
who walk across campus on slippery
sidewalks, risking injury for 00 reason, proves that University President Randy Dunn and all the administrators of Murray State care more
for their federal funding and image
than they do for their students.
Shame on you, Murray State.
Shame.
Kayla Reno,
graduate student from Murray

Monday mom- ·
ing, sleep deprived
but feeling relatively
accomplished after an all
nighter, I pulled
open the door of
my apartment to '
.....____._.....__ _.... discover
snow.
Casey Bradley Lots and lots of
snow.
Opinion Editor
By the time 1
reached the other
side of campus, walking to work. I was
co•ered head-to-toe and resembled
some sort of creature composed of
snow and ice (call me the Ice ~een).
For some, this may be what constitutes the start of a 'bad day,' but for
me it was something to giggle over
and, quite literally, shake off.
Ever since coming to college. rve
bad an acbing love for snow, especially when it falls from the sky in
mounds. Whenever my mother would
tell me about the piles of snow they
were receiving up near Cincinnati. I
yearned for home. At least until the
fll'st big snow hit Murray, then I'd be
content
You know who loves snow even
more than me? My dog, Jackson.
He's a people-watcher. You may
have seen him with his head in the
window, scanning the people walking
past our apartment. Along with people, he watches the weather. As soon
as fluffy flakes start drifting past the
window, he's ready to go outside to
try and catch as much snow as possible in his mouth.
The moment he's down our stairs,
his nose is in the nearest snow pile,
sniffmg around furiously. As soon as
that need passes, he moves on to eating anything from clumps of snow and
ice to snatching flakes from the air.
After classes (and a much-needed
nap) Jackson and 1 braved the cold
and ran around the ~ad, kicking up
snow. I tossed clumps of snow and he
caught and ate them. Then rolled
around. snapping at the snow as he
went.
,
•
You should ' hear the sounds he
makes. llmagiue ridiculous, clearly
d
ds
..,;.,h mak if
exaggerate soun you ·~t
e.
you were pretending to gobble down a
massive amount of food. He sounds
about like that when he's chowing
down on snow. No lie.
Of course, after the initial excitement of being outside and plowing
through snow wears off, his paws start
to get cold. It's a silly sight. One ,
moment he'll be throwing up snow, .
hopping about, and then he's holding
up one paw after the other, trying to
keep them out of the snow.
He's my baby, so of course I pick his
big self up and carry him a little ways.
But, after a few moments, he's back to

How often do
you read for
fun?

l
1:
,•
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casey.

Mi~hael Moor'-.

lltJrtt Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or camPUs happeninqs.

exclusively online at
thenews.oro·

",,

Sure, he has more energy than I can
ever hope to have and he's always
fighting me when it comes to the leash
(sometimes he wants to walk me), but
he's my ray of sunshine. Any new
weather development is an adventure
and he's ready to explore the changed
terrain.
So don't let the weather get you
down. Approach it with someone
else's point of view. And enjoy.

• 'fill

By The Numbers is now

..

being excited about snow. At least
until his paws get cold again.
His enthusiasm always makes me
smile. Even on my worst mornings,
when the weather puts me in a horrible mood, 1 can count on my dog to
cheer me up.

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane
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AsiQn stands in front of the empty shell of the soon·to-be Murray State Pi Kappa Alpha house. The fraternity's former house was destroyed In a fire In 2004. Members have since resided In temporary units.

Fraternity house under construction
Elizabeth Johnson

tcr Adviser Tab Brockman.
"Everyone's really excited," Jenkins, who
hopes the new house will impact recruiting,
said. "I'm just ready for it to be done. Thi~
semester it's been bard to reserve rooms and
not having a place for everyone to hang out and
gather or to have mixers. As soon as we have
that, it will help us out tremendously."
While the home will contain study rooms
and serve as a meeting and gathering place, no
members will live there.
"It's' called a 'show house'," Jenkins said.
"There are no rooms for anyone to live there; I
don't think that will change anytime soon. <A
house) is kind of a symbol ai)d we haven't had
that in a while."
Chapter advisers Brockman and Brian Van
Horn said the new location should increase the
everyday use of the house.
"We wanted to have a ~~r~enc~ at the
Murray State campUS;" :'l~d. "Our
former lodge was away from campus and it
suited our needs very well at the time. In
today's day and time, we think this location will

Editor-in-Chief
Pi Kappa Alpha. the ftrst national fraternity
to take root at Murray State, was dislodged on
June 5. 2004 when a fire destroyed its Stadium
View Drive house. After nearly seven years of
planning. the fraternity's new house is well on
its way to completion. ·
After purchasing two lots on the corner of
Farmer Avenue nnd 16th Street, construction
began on the house on November 3. The pro·
jcct is expected to be complete by June, said
Pike President Shawn Jenkins, junior from
Murray.
The fraternity took residence in the house
formerly located at the construction site before
it was torn down to begin the new house's construction and rented a house near 5-points last
year.
Without a current centralized me.mng place,
Pike has had to udapt by hosting ;its chapter
meetings at the Curris Center and renting-out
local buildings for fraternity events, said Chap-

.=

=
..

627 Lindell

be really nice because students between classes will be able to stop by at different times and
have a place to sit and talk."
With insurance money and alumni donations
from an ongoing national fundraising cam·
paign, the fraternity hopes to avoid seeking
loans to complete the project.
"Alums across the country have been very
generous to try and support this house," Van
Horn said. "They're giving back, not for themselves. but in hopes that young men will develop the leadership skills and have the same kind
of college experience that they had."
Construction is being done on a time and
materials basis, so the actual costs are
unknown. However, Sid Easley. Murray State
Pike alum and president of Pi Kappa Alpha
Housing Corporation, estimates the final
expenses to be approximately $450,000.
"We still have more money that we have to
r~ise in order to complete this," Easley said.
''Unfortunately we began raising money in '3
time of a serious recession and that probably
slowed things down a bit. We initially bought

one lot then we turned around and bought a
second. It's been a process."
Easley said active fraternity members would
be charged with maintaining the building and
lots. The fraternity also has to pay insurance
and property tax.
The new house is being built in remembrance of Hal Houston, a Pike alum who helped
in founding the Murray State chapter.
"Dr. Houston was absolutely one of the most
well-respected individuals in Murray," Van
Hom said. "He gave his life to the citizens of
this city and county. He was one of the individuals that throughout his entire life was dedicated to giving young men the same opportunities
that he had in college."
The completed house will reflect the architectural design of the first·ever Pike house built
at the University of Virginia.
Said Jenkins: "We like to stick with tradition
in our chapter, I'd say that coincides with the
house also."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@ •
murraystate.edu.
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Just a Bit Outside

All in the family
Everyone has a fami·
ly and none of them
are perfect. Quirky in
their own ways, every·
one has stories about
how their families
have impacted their
lives in one way or
another. good or bad. --G-=---My family is defi·
reg
nitely not the exccpWadd~U
tion to that statement
Sports Edttor
and sitting in my living room over Christ·
mas break an idea popped into my head.
What if the sports family was really
that- a family? What would they look like,
how would they act? So without further
adieu, here is mr version of what a sports
family would look like:
Soccer - Soccer is the father of this
family. Though he may come across as
quirky and strange sometimes, everyone
really respects who he is and where he's
been. A disciplinarian who rarely adapts.
Soccer has been known to make some
strange decisions in the face of change.
What he's done in his life has worked for
him, by God, and he's not about to try
something new. That said, he has an odd
sense of charm about him and as more
people get to know him they become fans.
Baseball • The mother of the family,
Baseball has been through quite a lot in
the last few years. Overly protective of
her children. she will go out of her way to
clear their names, even ignoring the obvious indiscretions they commit. As she
gets older. she has a hard time keeping up
with the times and longs for the days
when everyone thought she was beautiful.
She attempted a facelift a couple years
ago but after everyone realized her newfound looks were artificial. she decided
to go back to being natural.
Football - Football is the uncle that
everyone loves to hate. Overly intense
and aggressive, he tries to fight everyone
during family gct-togcthers and drinks
way too much beer Oiquor is way too
classy). He's a Natty Light kinda guy and
makes no apologies for it. He insults
everyone he comes across. is loud and
obnoxious more often than not and loves
saying how awesome he used to be. To
those who don't know him, they really
can't understand why he brags. No one
outside his family really likes him.
Basketball - Edgy and cool, Basketball
is the little brother of the family. He's
young and brash but everyone really
seems to like him because of the way he
approaches life. He is constantly changing with each day anc.l tries his best to stay
ahead of the curve. He can be annoying as
he gets older, becoming more sdfish and
vain, but something about him keeps people coming back. Though he is socially
awkward at times because of his knack for
trying to be street (he was born in
Kansas) he still ~ommands respect and
everyone loves him.
Lacrosse - Unlike his little brother,
who has some redeeming qualities,
Lacrosse is a douche. Rocking the frat boy
swoop, an unbuttoned polo, and Sperrys,
Lacrosse lives in his own little world
where he is the coolest kid on the block
and everyone else is beneath him. The
problem? No one except his fraternity
brothers like him. Spouting stupid catch
phrases and movie quotes left and right,
he is simply a product of the next fad. His
hobbies include smoking cigars, drinking
expensive liquor until he throws up,
spending his dad's money and telling
everyone how awesome he is. He is on
the fast track for sexual assault and doesn't care in the l~ast bit. Total Frat Move.
Golf- The patriarch of the family, Golf
is a loveable old man who loves to talk all
about history. Everyone genuinely enjoys
his company and appreciates him but
have a hard tim!! listening to everything
he says. He is rooted in the past but isn't
afraid to try new things. A gentleman in
every :;ensc of the word, he often tells of
a time when he was the life of the party
and pvcryonc loved him. It's hard not to
feel Sorry for him as he becomes less and
less relevant.
Tennis - Tennis is that really distant
cousin who only shows up at family
events. He's off doing his own thing most
of the time and that's cool with the rest of
the family. Despite being different in his
own way, the family really likes him but
not enough to claim his as their own. He's
the guy who is cool to hang out with but
only because you know you don't have to
sec him again till next year.
Hockey - Hockey is the kid from next
door who, despite never leaving, isn't
really a part of the family. He speaks with
a strange nccent and talks about things
people really don't understand. He only
pops up every now and then but always
when everyone is busy and talks on and
on about how special he is. The family
couldn't agree more but wishes he would
go be special in his own yard far. far away
from the rest of them.
Contact Waddcl/ at gregory. waddell@
murraystate.edu.

Junior fonqrd Ivan Ask19oes up sti'Ofl9 IC)alnst an Austin Peay defendef In the Racers' 67-58 win on Saturday. The win gave Murray State first place in the ovc.

Racers' win vaults them to No. I
Drew Hursey
Assistant Sports Editor
The Racers stand alone on top of OVC rankings.
After the Murray State men's basketball team
walked away with wins against Austin Peay and
Eastern Illinois last wee~, the team found itself
standilig ouffigtit 1n lUSt place with four games
remaining in conference play.
With both games on the road, the Racers fJ.rSt
faced off against archrival APSU in Clarksville,
Tenn., on Saturday before managing a 67-58 win over
the Governors. Sophomore guard Isaiah Canaan Jed
aU scorers with 21 points, accompanied with a strong
performance by senior guard Isacc Miles who had 15
points.
The win marks a return to No. 1 in conference for
the Racers for the first time since opening play.
Two days later, the team traveled to Charleston,
ill, to bat~le the Panthers of ElU, leaving town with
a 66·53 win. This time, senior guard B.J. Jenkins took
control of the contest with a game-high 21 point performance, followed by Canaan with 16 points and
~iles who ended up with 11.
The two wins against APSU and EIU ended the
Racers' road trip with a three-game winning streak
and a six-game winning streak overall.
"That's part of winning the championship you've
got to win games like' this," said Head Coa~h Billy
Kennedy after the win against the Panthers.
Now after being on the road for the last three
games and four out of their last five, the Racers fmd
themselves closing out the season with five out of
their final six games at home, including the 7:30
matchup Saturday night at the CFSB Center against
Jacksonville State.
"We've got to go one day at a time." Kennedy said.
"It's a long road. We've got a lot of games left."
. Only two weeks remain in the regular season,
mcluding the ESPN BracketBuster game against
Evansville. With their recent run of successes, the
Racers have once again set themselves up to capture
another OVC title.
•At press time, the Murray State men's basketball
team had not yet played Tennessee Tech Thursday.
Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@murraystate.edu.

Junior guard Dome Poole looks for a teammate as he drives down the court

Murray State President Rlndy Dum roots for the Ricers In their APSU matchup.
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Phoro

Senior guard lsacc Miles disagrees with a call in the Win over the GoYs.
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Jessica Moore, graduate student fromDexter, Mo.•portrays a sex worker often dubbed as 'The Moaner' by fans of 'The Vagina Monologues.' Moore is one of 13 women performing in this year's production.

Show rnises money, educates on issueS
Jessica H aynes
Staff writer

Chloe Williams. senior fromBurkesville, Ky., rehearses her monologue
Wednesday for this weekend's production.

This weekend. "The Vagina Monologues" is back at Murray
State in aJJ of its comedic and sentimental glory.
For those who have yet to experience "The Vagina Monologues," expect a variety of funny and sad monologues intended to increase awareness of violence against women and other
women's issues.
The original series episodic play, written by Eve Ensler in
1996, helped inspire the non-profit movement V-Day in 1998
to raise money for women's anti-violence groups.
Jenafer Dummitt, producer and director for "The Vagina
Monologues" and senior from Salem, Ky.. said proceeds from
this year's perfor mance will benefit women in Haiti, raisin~
sexuaJ violence awareness.
"The presentations are meant to raise aw:~reness,'' Dummitt
said. "Some of them are shocking, others are amusing. But
regarpless as .to how the individual may feel about each piece,
we hope that, as a whole, he or she leaves the performance
fee ling more aware of the violence that we tend to forget
about in the U.S."
Proceeds also go to Women's Empowerment, who sponsor
the show, and the Women's Center. Dummitt said information
on how to get involved on campus with Women's Empowerment and the Women's Center will be covered during the
event.
This year 13 women will perform the monologues, Dummitt
said, with a mixture of new faces and veteran performers. The
event, however, is open for everyone.
"We try to make the event as gender-neutral as possible, as
achieving gender equality is the main focus of Women's
Empowerment.'' Dummitt said. "Every year I am pleased to
see the number of men that show up to 'The Vagina Mono-

logues.' I expect to have a pretty even number of men and
women. And of course, we encourage anyone ,who wants to
come to do so."
Dummitt said only women perform in "The Vagina Monol()gues," but estimates 20 men and women were involved in
the production.
T his year, Dummitt said the performances focus on women's diversity.
"This year, we hope to stress more the diversity of women
- that each woman is unique and should not be stereotyped hy
the general label of 'female,'" Dummitt said. "We have also
taken fresh looks at certain monologues and some of them are
being performed in ways that I have not seen in my three
years of experience wlth 'The Vagina Monologues.' It should
make for a very interesting overaU performance that no one
should miss, even if they have been before.''
Otisa Eads, ftrst-time performer and freshman from
Louisville, said she has mixed feelings about the event.
"J am actually extremely excited yet nervous about the
upcoming performance," Eads said. "I hope people who attend
the performances come with an open mind and learn how to
like themselves, and live with a little self-awareness, and perhaps insight on how others feel about themselves."
Dummitt said although the message of the show is serious,
the event is still entertaining.
"Viewers can expect to laugh in parts and to feel uncomfortable in others," Dummitt said. "Sometimes we have to
break out of our comfor t zones for such a strong message to
truly impact our Jives. But by the end, viewers can expect to
have enjoyed themselves thoroughly."
Performances of "The Vagina Monologues'' are at 7 p.m.
Friday and Saturday in Wrather Auditorium. Tickets are $7
general admission ~md $5 with a Racercard.
Contact Haynes at jessica.haynes@murraystate.edu.

Women's Center raises eating disorder awareness
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Staff Report
The National Eating Disorders Association
declared Feb. 20 through 26 as National Eating
Disorders Awareness Week for 2011.
Eating disorders affect up to 24 million
Americans and 70 million individuals worldwide, according to the Renfrew Center Foundation for Eating Disorders.
Raising awareness on campus every day of
NEDAW is the Women's .Center. Tpey will be
holding exhibits, screenings. performances and
other events to help educate the University and
community about eating disorders among men
and women.
NEDA describes an eating disorder as
extreme emotions, attitudes and behaviors surrounding weight and food issues.
The three main eating disordet·s are anorexia
nervosa, bulimia ncrvosa and binge eating dis-

\

order (also known as BED).
Some warning signs of an eating disorder
include an intense fear of weight gain, regular
use of inappropriate compensatory behaviors
such as self-induced vomiting or an out-of-control feeling when binge eating.
People can develop these disorders for many
reasons including poor self-image, a need for
control, difficulty with emotions or a stressfuJ
personaJ life.
Eating disorders are treatable. Some ways to
treat a disorder include cognitive behaviora I
therapy. nutritional counseling, support
groups, medication or hospitalization.
NEDA aJso believes it helps to have supporting friends and family who can assist in building self-esteem.
For more information about eating disorders
or how to receive help. visit nationaleatingdlsorders.org.

Upcoming Events

I

·Wednesday: 6-8 p.m. UAmerica The Beautiful" film;
Mason Hall Auditorium
.
• Feb. 21: Mirrorless Monday; campus-wide event
·Feb. 22-24: 3:30 -7:30p.m. Through the Looking
Glass exhibit and Room With a View exhibit; Old
Richmond College
• Feb. 24: 7:30 • 8:45 p.m. It's Time to Shimmi About
It; Curris Center Ballroom
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Global art project connects artists, encourages change
Jamie Booth

u,

Staff writer
!.

Change is something people can·
not, well, change.
People can, however, choose to
make the best out of the changes
that make up their lives.
How humanity deals with the
unchangeable change takes many
different forms and one Murray
State graduate is turning her fedings toward change into a masterpiece. She will be bringing artists
from across the country together to
take on the good, and often bad,
feelings that change brings with it.
This woman is Jenny Bolhofner
and her masterpiece is the Change
Exchange: A Collaborative Drawing '
Project.
·
The project involves note card
sized drawings representing change
· that nrc first mailed to Bolhofner in
Guam, her current residence, and
from there, the collaboration will
begin via Facebook.
"I am going to post pictures (of
the drawings) on Faccbook and let

each artist choose another's draw·
ing to change in some way.-strc
said. "So basically, -each drawing is
a collaboration of two artists'
ideas."
Bolhofner created the project
after her move to Guam as a way to
stay conn~cted with her past and to
help her handle the huge change
, that a cross-global move entails.
"I started the project because I,
per:son:11ly, was having a difficult
time handling change.'' she said. "I
was away from nearly everything I
knew and 1 felt so disconnected
from all of my fellow artists in the
States.
I started to wond(•l' if the other
people I left behind in the States felt
the same way I did. Thus, the
Change E.xchange was born. To me,
it was a way to reconnect with
everyone and swap ideas."
With the first stage of the Changl'
Exchange Project nearing completion, Bolhofner said the pictures
should go up on Faccbook soon and
the swapping can begin in hopes of
opening the artists' eyes to tl1c

int1uence and
tmrttaties of
change.
"The goals
for the projt•ct
arc prl.!tty sim·
pll• - give an
outlet for everyone to express
how change is
affecting th~m."
she said.
Jenny
One
artist Bolhofner
hoping
to
Alumna
explore change
in her own life through the profect
is Rachel Mnuser, senior from
Louisville.
Maus(•r said she could not resist
participating in the unique. shared
project.
"It seems likl.' a great opportunity," .s he said. "I love collaborating
with other artists and this seems
like an interesting way to do that. T
also haven't been involved in many
drawing projects before so I
thought I would give that a try."
Having cmnplcted her BfA show

last year. Mauser, whose work
mJtnly ' tons1sts t>f JS!ilin1ni't~'l'ftl
book binding, said she was ready to
change things up a bit and the
Change Exchange gave her the per·
feet opportunity.
"I drew an abstracted cityscape
that was inspired by some drawings
that I found by an artist name Egon
Schiele," she said. "I just really
wanted to draw something different
from what I had been doing."
Tht~ Change Exchange is a collab·
oration of 36 artists from all over
the country, but all with a connection to Murray State, Mauser said.
"Jenny contacted all of the artists
that she knew and asked if we knew
anyone who would he interested, so
she ended up building up a huge list
of people," she said. ''Everyone
know:; each other through a network of artists.''
Large-scall• collaborative projects, such as the Change Exchange,
provide an excellent way to grow as
an artist. Mauser said.
''I think it's really important to do
art projects that are beyond just

Xql!rself.'' she said. "When you col- '
lilborttle with other artists ;fOtrcan
learn a lot and you get the opportu.o
nity to connect with artists around
the world."
While change is the emphasis of
the drawings themst'lvcs, the col·
laborative effort of the entire project, which stretches across state
and national lines. is what stands
out tht~ most to Mauser.
''I hope il inspires further collaborption," she said. "All of us have
each other as resources to collahorate while we're undcrgrads at Murray State, but I think Jenny shows
us that its still possible for II) connect with other artists attd friends
even after you graduate. It's very
inspiring."
Once the project is completed,
Bolhofner will send tht• draY:ings to
the "Hand Held Gallery" in Australia whl'rt' the project will be
highlightt>d. Plans are underway to
display the project at the Murray
Art Guild in the fall as well.
Contact Booth at jamie.bovth@
murruystate.edu.
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I put aring on ~

Here at The News we love movies. We also love Valentine's Day, and frankly nothing could be better than watching
a fantastic flick on the day of love and chocolate. Whether you're single or taken, we have some movie
suggestions guaranteed to rock your world. We also have a few movies you should avoid - you can thank us later.

/?\AVOID
\CJ THIS
"Twilight" Your significant
other doesn't love Edward
quite as much as you do.

Opiial Editor Casey Briley picks:
"Wristcutters: ALove Story" - Aman tries to exit the world after a
horrible break-up, only to discover he's landed himself In Limbo.
There's a liQht at the end of the tunnel, you just have to keep QOing.

Assistant Features Editor WI Ttylar picb:
"Sex and the City" - High fashion, four close girl·
friends and New York City. This V-day join carrie
Bradshaw and company as they face break-ups,
hookiJps and everything in between. (Oooh.)

1

/?\AVOID
\CJ THIS

FIDes EAr Qlltolte lyle picks:

Anything based on a
Nicholas Sparu book.
You don't need to cry
today.

10 Things I Hate About You" - Ateen romcom based on Shakespeare, this movie has
something for everyone. After all, Heath
ledQer was the Joker and Joseph GordonLevitt was that dude in "Inception."

~filM Jcilsol picks:

"You've Got Mail" - This movie captures the ever-popular world of online
dating. The awkward yet adorable chemistry between MeQ Ryan and
Tom·Hanks makes you wonder how they aren't mamed In real life. -~~··Photos courtesy of allmoviephoto.com
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I often compare
my relationships to
television shows to
my relationships to
people.
It's weird, I know,
but it makes sense.
Shows like "Full
House" are like those
friends I will always
Charlotte feel attached to, no
Kyle
matter how often 1
Features Editor actually talk to them.
We grew up together
so there is always that bond.
"Community" and various Disney
Channel shows are like those friends I
want to bang out with all the time. If I'm
not with them then I'm thinking about
them. I can't get enough.
"The Office" and "One Tree Hill" are
close to my heart but, like many people in
my life, we've started to drift apart. I
know, however, they are only a phone
call (or remote click) away.
My relationship with NBC's "Parks and
Recreation," however, is a strange one.
When I first met "Parks and Rec" I was
smitten. Our six-week relationship was
filled with laughter and entertainment.
Unfortunately it was short-lived, and
we were forced to take a summer break
from our new, undefined relationship.
There was no longing while we were
apart. I didn't dream about it or replay
moments in my head. We were just apart
and that was it.
When it came back 1 was happy, I suppose. Not ecstatic, just ready to hang out
because I knew we should.
Our time apart meant I forgot how
good things could be.
I was soon reminded of those good
times. of course, laughing as deputy
director Leslie Knope ate candy neck·
laces and Andy Dwyer 'performed with
his band, Mouse Rat.
Our relationship had been rekindled. ·
It wasn't enough, though. Our love
couldn't overcome college. I had school
and work. Soon 1 forgot to watch: the TV·
equivalent of not calling someone back.
We lost touch.
Luckily I put "Parks and Rec" on my
"shows to catch up on" list for 2011 and,
after marathoning the frrst two seasons, I
finally caught up.
It was truly terrific.
Not only did I get to experience new
moments of absolute bliss with the series
- such as the introduction of Andy and
April's almost-romance, or more hilari·
ous Jerry·hating - but I got to relive all of
the moments that made me enjoy the
show in the first place.
I know this is a huge commitment, but
I think I have to say it: I'm in love with
"Parks and Recreation."
'
(Public declarations of love are so
romantic. I know. Did you get butterflies?
I did.)
It's more meaningful than puppy-love.
Heck, it's bigger and more epic than
Edward and Bella (though Will Forte's
character from last week's episode might
disagree).
This is true love.
This is the "I can't live without you,
how have I survived so long, I promise I'll
never leave you again" kind of love.
I am 100 percent ready to commit
myself to this show. Every Thursday. I'll
be there.
It feels good to commit, especially in
time for Valentine's Day. Maybe I'll buy
candy necklaces to celebrate.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sudoku PUZZles for FREE.
,.., ••,. Sudllal•• ... -

at
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